2018

These three annually updated case digests, along with the Merit Systems Protection Board Case Summaries, Consolidated Federal Sector EEO Update, and Principles of Federal Sector Arbitration Law books and
Reference Materials, are the standard reference tools for federal civil service practitioners in OGC, personnel, civil rights, and labor relations offices of the government, unions, and private law firms. The tens
of thousands of decisions analyzed by these digests explain statutes, regulations, executive orders, internal operating instructions, and policies governing the MSPB, EEOC, and FLRA. The books are written by
lawyers who have been involved in active, daily litigation before these agencies for many years and who teach related seminars. Books include a table of contents, case table, and index. All CDs include links
cross-referencing to the text and to external web sites. Text can be copied and pasted into personal documents from most .pdf readers. Major cases are linked to web sites.
For expanded descriptions of the American Civil Service Law Series and related products, including the table of contents and text samples for each book, visit us at deweypub.com/acsls

2018 BOOKS
IN STOCK
NOW

A Guide to MSPB Law & Practice, 35th ed.
MSPB Case Summaries, 9th ed.
MSPB Charges and Penalties, 10th ed.
A Guide to FLRA Law & Practice, 31st ed.
Consolidated Federal Sector EEO Update 2004-2018

Conducting Misconduct Inquiries, 2nd ed.
Management of Problem Employees, 2nd ed.

EXPECTED
FALL 2018

Managing Employee Performance, 2nd ed.

EXPECTED
WINTER
2018/2019

Federal Sector Process, Appeal, and Review Rights, 1st ed.
Federal Supervisor’s Guide to Workplace Disability and
Accommodations, 1st ed.

See inside
for details on
2018
products.

Updated annually, the FLRA Guide is a complete research tool on unit determinations,
negotiability and the collective bargaining process, unfair labor practices, and arbitration. The
2018 edition includes analysis of 2017 and early 2018 decisions of the FLRA and the courts,
and major developments during 2017 and
New in 2018
early 2018.
The 2018 edition includes a complete re-edit of the
Major topics include:
Guide. Coverage includes decisions of the FLRA
• jurisdiction
and reviewing courts for 2017-2018: reversion to the
• unit determinations and elections
“excessive interference” test for arbitration exceptions
• labor organizations
based on alleged interference with management
• negotiability procedures
rights; representation cases involving changes in union
• negotiability determinations
affiliation and combined units of professionals and
• the Federal Service Impasses Panel
nonprofessionals; definition of professional employees
• ULPs and remedies
relative to proficiency certification requirements;
• review of arbitration awards
sufficiency of statements of position in negotiability
• administrative reconsideration and
appeals; negotiability of uniform allowances; remedies
judicial review
for violation of Weingarten rights; jurisdiction of
2,372 pages/2018
arbitrators to make unit determinations; calculation
Book: $725
CD: $725
of dates for exceptions filed as to emailed awards;
Book/CD Combo: $825
exceptions based on public policy arguments;
FLSA proof and entitlements, liquidated damages;
disability discrimination analysis under EEOC policies;
collateral estoppel applied to ULP cases; Back Pay Act
requirements concerning withdrawal or reduction in
pay or allowances; and arbitrators’ consideration of
counsel fee petitions.
deweypub.com/flraguide

With analysis of 2017 and
early 2018 decisions of the EEOC
and OFO, and major developments
during 2017, this edition includes:
• latest on sexual orientation/
transgender discrimination
• new case law on present day value of
past damage awards
• “bumping” innocent beneficiaries of
discrimination
• adverse impact discrimination under
the ADEA
• accommodation of pregnant
employees
• numerosity in class action complaints

A Guide to
Merit Systems Protection Board
Law and Practice
Thirty-Fifth Edition

Peter Broida

In two volumes, this encyclopedic guide to Board and court cases, laws, procedure, and
litigation practice is the seminal text on this complex area of the law. The 2018 edition includes
analysis of 2017 and early 2018 decisions of the MSPB and the courts, and major developments
during 2017.
New in 2018
Major topics include:
The 2018 edition includes a complete re• jurisdiction
edit of the Guide. Coverage includes new
• appeals, discovery, hearings, and evidence
legislation affecting rights and remedies
• initial decisions and petitions for review
for whistleblowers and the new personnel
• adverse actions, burdens of proof, nexus,
system for the Department of Veterans
mitigation, and substantive offenses
Affairs. New decisions from the Federal
• performance cases
Circuit and Supreme Court for 2017 and
• harmful error and due process
2018 include mixed-case appeal procedures
• reduction in force and furloughs
and judicial review; decisions affecting
• prohibited personnel practices and
whistleblower rights of FBI employees;
discrimination
USERRA burdens of proof; attorney work• retirement and reemployment
product privilege; collateral estoppel;
• settlement, remedies, and enforcement
timeliness of appeals; interpretation of labor
• attorney fees
agreements; penalty analysis involving
• judicial review
comparators; the crime exception to the
• research, reference materials, and forms
adverse action notice period; nature of IRA
5,310 pages/2018
nonfrivolous allegations; equitable tolling
of statutory filing periods; and drug testing
Book: $725
CD: $725
procedures. Included are 2017 revisions to
Book/CD Combo: $825
the MSPB Judges’ Handbook.
deweypub.com/mspbguide

For a complete list of products, to view full descriptions, or to place your order visit — WWW.DEWEYPUB.COM

2018

Dewey

Publications, Inc.

New in 2018
The new 2018 edition is now a more complete research tool with the addition of an
in-depth Index, revised and new headings to help quickly narrow your search, and
reorganized chapters to further ease of research, including Attorney Fees, Defenses,
Discrimination, Evidence, Judges and Arbitrators, Judicial Review, Jurisdiction, and
Settlements. New case law summaries include decisions from the Supreme Court
and Federal Circuit and cover constructive adverse actions and the crime exception;
election of remedies and grievance procedures; attorney fee petitions, mixed-case
appeal procedures; analysis required in initial decisions; whistleblower rights of FBI
employees, collateral estoppel in USERRA and IRA cases; evidence admissibility,
comparators, credibility determinations, and work-product privilege; shortened
notice periods and ex parte contacts; Board and Federal Circuit scope of review and
jurisdiction; and disparate penalties.
728 pages and Reference Materials download/2018
Book: $250 CD: $250

deweypub.com/mscs

Combo: $310

Consolidated Federal Sector EEO Update
2004–2018
Gary M. Gilbert and Deryn A. Sumner

Updated annually, this comprehensive text digests notable
Commission and federal court employment discrimination
cases from 2003 through early 2018 and reviews EEO laws,
regulations, guidance, and recent trends that are arranged by
subject matter areas of employment discrimination. An indepth Index and Table of Cases makes this text an indispensable
research tool.
Major topics include:
• attorney fees
• recent trends in the law
• class actions
• bases of discrimination
• constructive discharge/
• compensatory damages
retirement
and remedies
• discipline
• affirmative action
• harassment
• alternative dispute
• hearings, evidence,
resolution
and procedures
• appellate review
2004–2018

EXPECTED
SUMMER 2018

Compensatory Damages and Other Remedies, 10th ed.

Peter Broida

Peter Broida
Natania M. Davis

Updated annually, this guide condenses MSPB and Federal
Circuit decisions from 1999 through early 2018 into concise
summaries. Cases are arranged by subject matter areas of
Board jurisprudence and further categorized alphabetically.
Includes a free Reference Materials download, containing MSPB statutes and regulations,
the WPEA, and PPD-19. Practitioners, researchers, and adjudicators use this book to
research cases relating to:
• pay issues
• evidence and hearings
• adverse and performance
• reemployment
• harmful error
actions
• remedies
• arbitration/collective
• interim relief
bargaining issues
• representation
• jurisdiction and
judicial review
• attorney fees
• retirement
• leave
• Board procedure
• RIFs and furloughs
• compliance and
• mitigation
• sanctions
enforcement
• mootness
• settlements
• defenses
• nexus
• substantive offenses
• discovery
• prohibited personnel
• timeliness
practices
• discrimination
• USERRA and VEOA

eeo UPdate

Security Clearance Law and Procedure, 4th ed.

Thirty-First Edition

2018
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A Guide to EEO Law & Practice, 31st ed.

A Guide to
Federal Labor Relations Authority
Law and Practice

Peter Broida and Natania M. Davis

Merit Systems
Protection Board
Case Summaries

Consolidated Federal seCtor

W W W .DEWEYPUB.COM

FMLA		Security Clearance

WWW.DEWEYPUB.COM
(P) 703-524-1355
(F) 703-524-1463

Updated annually, the EEO Guide offers the most comprehensive analysis of federal sector EEO
decisions, litigation practice, statutes, regulations, policies, guidance, and practical advice available to
practitioners. Major topics include:
• jurisdiction
• disabilities and GINA
• pre- and formal complaint processes
• reprisal and personnel actions
• investigation and settlement of complaints
• class actions
• hearings, discovery, summary judgment,
• remedies
final agency actions, and appeals
• EEO alternatives
• theories and bases of discrimination
• attorney fees and representatives
1,896 pages/2018
deweypub.com/eeoguide
Book: $725
CD: $725
Book/CD Combo: $825
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FLRA		Workers’ Compensation

1840 Wilson Blvd, Ste 203
Arlington, VA 22201

Ernest C. Hadley and
Associate Editor—Natania M. Davis
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A Guide to
Federal Sector Equal Employment
Law and Practice
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American Civil Service Law Series & Related Products

MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
CASE SUMMARIES

Dewey Publications, Inc.

Consolidated
Federal seCtor

eeo UPdate
2004-2018

Gilbert
Sumner

Gary M. Gilbert
Deryn A. Sumner

Dewey

Publications, Inc.

1,101 pages/2018
Book: $250 CD: $250

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

mixed cases
nonselection claims
representation
reprisal
summary judgment
settlement
timeliness

			
Book/CD Combo: $310
deweypub.com/ceup

WWW.DEWEYPUB.COM

Dewey

Publications, Inc.

· KUNTZ

Book: $250

FITCH

deweypub.com/sclp

CD: $250
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Fourth Edition
Elaine L. Fitch
Mary E. Kuntz

Book/CD Combo: $310

Dewey

VEOA

Publications, Inc.

USERRA

Mixed and Non-Mixed Cases

Samuel A. Vitaro

Debt Collection Matters

Suitability Claims

Workers’ Compensation

Comptroller General

Questions? This book has answers:
• When do I go to the MSPB? • How does an employee
challenge an adverse
• How about the EEOC?
OWCP decision?
• Do I have options?
• When is a choice
• What about the District
irrevocable?
Court or the Federal
• Can an employee go
Circuit?
• How about employees
directly to court?
• How does an employee
in special categories like
challenge a classification
the SES?
matter?
• What about the special
procedures for certain
• How does an employee
challenge a denial of a
agency employees such
as IRS, VA, etc.
security clearance?
This book provides a complete and understandable
explanation of the maze and overlap of federal appeal and
review processes. Among the areas covered are:
• OPM—position
• employee relations—
MSPB, VEOA, USERRA,
classification appeals,
SES actions, Veterans
debt collection matters,
suitability, some FLSA
Access and Choice actions,
whistleblower reprisal, the
claims
legislative branch processes • Comptroller General
• EEO—mixed cases and
• other processes—the
non-mixed cases, going
intelligence agencies
excluded from other
directly to court
• labor relations—ULPs,
processes, administrative
arbitration, FLSA
grievances
• workers’ compensation
Appx. 200 pages/2018

deweypub.com/parr

Book: $135 CD: $135 Book/CD Combo: $160

CC

Written by Sarah Tuck, a former
agency
representative,
supervisory
litigation consultant, and director of
civil rights, Federal Supervisor’s Guide to Workplace Disability
and Accommodations provides federal supervisors and managers,
personnel specialists, and EEO counselors insight into what the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission is expecting from managers
and the agency in today’s world—in practical terms. The book gives
readers an understanding of what the terminology of the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Americans with Disabilities Act
Amendment Act (ADAAA) really mean, with examples of real life
scenarios that managers often face, as well as thorough discussion of a
manager’s and employee’s responsibilities when disabilities are raised.
Sarah S. Tuck

Tuck

This deskbook is a practical resource designed to help managers on
the front line of supervising employees with disabilities, and includes
overviews of the components of the applicable laws, and other
guidance. The book also includes a list of resources. Major topics
include:
• distinguish between a qualified
• impairments under the
individual with a disability and
ADAAA—including
physical and mental
undue hardship
• learn how OWCP cases and
impairments
disability law intersect
• major life activities—
• deal with questions from
defined with examples
• identify essential functions
others about their coworker’s
• recognize requests for
health
reasonable accommodation • learn helpful phrases to use in
uncomfortable situations
• learn how to engage in the
• deal with misconduct or poor
interactive process
performance
• learn how to explore
possible accommodation
• related forms of
options
discrimination—including
disparate treatment, hostile
• understand why trying to
find ways to say “no” is not
work environment, reprisal,
prohibited medical exams and
advisable
inquiries, safeguarding medical
• learn why good faith efforts
to accommodate matter
information, and reprisal
Appx. 200 pages/2018

deweypub.com/wda

Book: $135 CD: $135 Book/CD Combo: $160

New 2018 Books by Michael Corum

The appeal and review rights from
federal processes is confusing.
Whether you are puzzling over
the avenues from an arbitrator’s decision, from a Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB) mixed case, a whistleblower reprisal
claim, an appeal from an Federal Labor Relations Authority
(FLRA) Unfair Labor Practice determination or the many other
formal processes in the federal government, this book will
guide you in the right direction.

Sarah S. Tuck

Braille

IO
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Book/CD Combo: $100

Managing Employee Performance
A Federal Supervisor’s Guide to Getting Top Performance
From Employees, Second Edition

v

Michael Corum

This instructional text takes federal supervisors through the five phases of managing employee performance:
planning performance (setting standards and goals), monitoring performance, feedback, appraisal, and
creating consequences—rewarding the good performers and dealing with the poor ones.
Major topics include:
• principles of federal performance
management
• performance and conduct
• setting performance standards and other
performance goals
Appx. 180 pages/2018

Dewey

•
•
•
•

Publications, Inc.

monitoring performance
feedback and appraisals
rewarding performance
handling performance problems

deweypub.com/mep
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Book: $75

CD: $75
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Second
Edition

Feedback

Tools of
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A FederAl SuperviSor’S Guide to GettinG
top perFormAnce From employeeS
Michael Corum

Book/CD Combo: $100

WWW.DEWEYPUB.COM
• Principles of Federal Sector Arbitration Law
5th Edition, 2017, Peter Broida

Recently Released

SECURITY CLEARANCE
Law and Procedure

		

SECURITY
CLEARANCE

Law and Procedure

• new adjudicative guidelines that apply across the board, compared to
agency-specific guidelines, are included as well as new DOHA decisions
based upon the new guidelines
• the impact of the newly-created National Background Investigations
Bureau on the clearance process
• how social media can impact a security clearance
440 pages/2018
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This guide offers representatives a comprehensive analysis of case law, directives, adjudicative guidelines, regulations, and statutes.
Major topics include:
• the history of security
• hearing and personal
• the polygraph
clearances
appearances procedure
• appeals
• administrative procedures • criminal procedure
• cases analyses

New in 2018

Elaine L. Fitch and Mary E. Kuntz

New in 2018

www.deweypub.com
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Fourth Edition

FOURTH
EDITION

New 2018 Editions

Security Clearance Law and Procedure

Legislative Branch Processes

Dewey

Publications, Inc.

CD: $75

UT
CA
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Book/CD Combo: $335

Position Classication Appeals

Intelligence Agencies

First Edition

Book: $75

						
deweypub.com/mope
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ULPs

Veterans Access and Choice Actions
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1,047 pages/2018
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Publications, Inc.

Samuel A. Vitaro

Arbitration

Ex

Renn C. Fowler
Samuel A. Vitaro

SES Actions

!

MANAGING EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

Vitaro

Tenth
Edition
2018

First Edition

Labor Relations

MSPB

OPM

Federal Supervisor’s
Guide to Workplace
Disability and
Accommodations
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Second Edition

Fowler

Employee Relations

VITARO

MSPB Charges and Penalties: A Charging Manual is the bible on adverse action charges, charge drafting,
proof requirements and elements, defenses to each charge, and penalties. This tenth edition is reorganized
to maximize, in a quick, easy-to-master way, all charges, rules, applicable law, nuances, and tips to win.·
Part I is a close cousin to a military charging manual, listing virtually all charges, their nuances, elements
and proof requirements, the prominent cases won and lost on each charge, as well as the pros and cons,
pitfalls, and defenses on each charge. Part II details how to select and draft charges and how to avoid
charging errors, including tips on how to use easy-to-prove charges. Part III covers the Douglas factors, penalty deference, how
to make a penalty showing, and how to avoid penalty missteps. Both Parts II and III offer extensive discussion on providing clear
notice, distinguishing between constitutional and statutory violations, as well as tips on avoiding common due process traps. A key
feature of these two parts: each chapter provides at its start and conclusion Quick-Guides in bullet form containing the essentials and
need-to-know nuances in that chapter. These comprehensive checklists are a must-know for counsel (agency and private), union
representatives, and HR personnel. A new Part IV details affirmative defenses usually invited by certain charges. The critical topics are
back and updated; important topics include: the parts of a charge and their rules; the kinds of charges (the specific label, the generic
and narrative charges) and their rules; how to master charge selection and drafting; winning the charge interpretation argument, (e.g.,
elements or descriptive); conjunctive charges; merger; notice; statutory and due process violations; “muscle” charges and alternatives;
lesser-included offenses; penalty considerations; how to work with proposing and deciding officials.

Federal Sector
Process, Appeal,
and Review
Rights
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Nothing is more important than the agency charge.
Appellant’s don’t win—agencies lose by mischarging.

Tenth Edition
2018

deweypub.com/cmi

Book/CD Combo: $160

Federal Supervisor’s Guide to Workplace Disability and Accommodations

MSPB CHARGES AND PENALTIES
A Charging Manual

Renn C. Fowler and Samuel A. Vitaro

CD: $135
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A Charging Manual, Tenth Edition

Book: $135
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MSPB Charges and Penalties

180 pages/2018
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Newly updated, this how-to text guides federal supervisors and managers throughCAboth
the legalities Cand
UT
AU
N
real-life practicalities of handling problem government employees with an emphasis on misconduct,
IO
UT
performance problems, and absenteeism. Mr. Corum gives blunt clear guidance on identifyingCAthe
type of
N
problem, and then developing strategies and specific tactics for dealing with each. Major topics
include: UTION
TIO
U
CA
• the role of the supervisor
• legalities of disciplinary actionsCAand nonN
O
I
• identifying problem employees
formal measures
UT
CA
• strategies and tactics for dealing with
• the games people play
N
IO
UT
problem employees
• non-problems
CA
• tools of discipline
• dealing with the system
Corum

Book/CD Combo: $310

Michael Corum
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Supervisor, Second Edition
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Publications, Inc.

Second
Edition

Samuel A. Vitaro
Jeffrey J. Goodfriend
Gary M. Gilbert
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Second
Edition

Appx. 825 pages/2018

Gary M. Gilbert
Deryn A. Sumner

Dewey

A Guide
for Federal
Managers and
Supervisors

Vitaro · Goodfriend · Gilbert

Publications, Inc.
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CONDUCTING MISCONDUCT INQUIRIES

DEWEY

Tenth Edition
2018

Second Edition

Conducting Misconduct Inquiries provides comprehensive and practical instruction to supervisors Conducting
Misconduct
Inquiries
investigating alleged employee misconduct. With an emphasis on how to conduct fair and efficient inquiries,
the text guides the reader so that only provable claims go forward to third parties and the agency satisfies
any obligation to take prompt and appropriate action. Also included are real life examples, sample forms
for each step of the process, sample letters, analysis of governing case law, and chapter highlights. Major
topics include: what a management inquiry is and how one differs from an administrative investigation;
the advantages of an inquiry; how to select a good inquirer; discussion of rights and responsibilities of the
inquirer and inquiree; limitations on the inquirer’s authority; interim action; typical charges and penalties;
inquiry basics; beginning the inquiry; defining the issues; identifying witnesses; preparing for the inquiry; document gathering; the
interview and other ways to collect information; witness preparation; post report activity; and how the report will be used.

In Federal Sector
Employment
Discrimination Cases

Tenth
Edition
2018

v

Samuel A. Vitaro, Jeffrey J. Goodfriend, and Gary M. Gilbert

Compensatory Damages presents an in-depth examination of damages available before the EEOC, MSPB,
and federal courts as they relate to discrimination cases. The author reviews significant developments
and case law affecting damages awards and analyzes recent trends. The Tenth Edition includes case
summaries through early 2018.
Major topics include: Title VII equitable damages; the Civil Rights Act of 1991 and compensatory
damages; proving damages; mitigation and offset; considerations in approaching settlement; remedies
under other statutes; managing discovery about damages; calculating an award of damages; attorney fees and costs; a summary of
selected Commission damages awards; historical chart of significant EEOC nonpecuniary damages awards.

Management of Problem Employees
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Compensatory Damages
and Other Remedies

Gary M. Gilbert and Deryn A. Sumner

A Guide for Federal Managers and Supervisors, Second Edition

COMPENSATORY
DAMAGES
A ND OTH ER
REMEDIES

In Federal Sector Employment
Discrimination Cases

Tenth Edition

Conducting Misconduct Inquiries

Ex

Compensatory Damages and Other Remedies in Federal
Sector Employment Discrimination Cases

• Due Process in Adverse and Performance Based Actions
2nd Edition, 2017, Renn C. Fowler
• Federal Sector Harassment Law
1st Edition, 2017, Ernest C. Hadley & Natania M. Davis

Dewey

Publications, Inc.

1840 Wilson Blvd, Ste 203
Arlington, VA 22201
(P) 703-524-1355 — (F) 703-524-1463

• Reduction in Force: A Practical Guide
1st Edition, 2017, Renn C. Fowler

For a complete list of products
and full descriptions, or to place
your order, visit
www.deweypub.com

• Federal Sector Disability Discrimination Law Deskbook
6th Edition, 2017, Gary M. Gilbert & Deryn A. Sumner

• FMLA Basics: A Federal Supervisor’s Guide to the Family and Medical Leave Act
2nd Edition, 2017, Carl C. Bosland
• Adverse Actions: A Guide for Federal Managers and Personnel Specialists
5th Edition, 2017, Michael Corum
• Administration of Leave and Medical Documentation Requests
2nd Edition, 2017, Eleanor J. Laws
Stay up-to-date on the arrival of new products
and view complete descriptions at
deweypub.com/comingsoon

Books

Dewey Products

E-Training
Software

eBooks*

Audio* and Video
Instruction

* eBooks are in .pdf format and audio instruction is in .mp3 format.
Both can be downloaded instantly via our website or shipped on CD-ROM.

